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SPT have engaged Cable Consulting International Ltd. (CCI) and PB Power to provide a
review, in the form of this report, of 400kV/275kV AC undergrounding around the Stirling
area.
A total of seven route alternatives have been studied with an attempted cost accuracy of +/20%. Costs have been provided by independent commercial companies competent to supply
and/or install EHV cable systems in Europe.
Overhead line costs along each route vary between £1.5m and £27.5m whereas the cost of
undergrounding varies between £60.3m and £480.2m. The additional cost of undergrounding
varies between £58.9m and £452.7m. All options involving the undergrounding of circuits are
shown to be significantly more expensive than the overhead line originally proposed.
The technical position with regard to underground cable or overhead lines has not changed
significantly since the public inquiry. Underground cables would still be significantly more
expensive to install than overhead lines across the Stirling Area.
Examination of projects in other areas of the world where less expensive underground cable
connections are installed reveals that the power transfer requirements are significantly lower
than those required for the Beauly-Denny line. The cost ratios of UGC to OHL have been
shown within this report to be a convenient rather than a reliable indicator of comparative cost.
When calculated on a project by project basis the estimated difference in total cost is a far
more useful indicator.
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Introduction

On 06 January 2010, Scottish Ministers granted to ScottishPower Transmission Limited
(SPT) section 37 consent and deemed planning permission for the Beauly-Denny
Transmission Line. One of the conditions attached to the section 37 consent/deemed
planning permission requires SPT to bring forward for approval a scheme to mitigate the
visual and landscape impact of the overhead line between towers TD199 and TD244.
Following the issue of the section 37 consent/deemed planning permission, the Scottish
Government Energy Consent and Deployment Unit ("ECU") also issued a briefing note
regarding the requirements of the Stirling Visual Impact Mitigation Scheme. This is
included within Appendix 4. The ECU require that the scheme will see the mitigation of
the affected sections of overhead line through possible measures including re-routing, resizing of towers, screen planting or undergrounding. The possibility of undergrounding
sections of the overhead line has also been raised in correspondence from several parties
including Keith Brown MSP. The correspondence promotes an exploration of
undergrounding part of the line as a means of providing the landscape and visual
mitigation required in terms of condition 19.
SPT have engaged Cable Consulting International Ltd. (CCI) and PB Power to provide a
review, in the form of this report, of 400kV/275kV AC undergrounding around the
Stirling area. Scottish Power also engaged PB Power to assist in the preparation of this
report with contributions regarding Overhead Lines (OHL), tunnelling technology, as
well as compiling the cost tabulations. PB Power was also involved along with CCI in the
preparation of two reports on undergrounding, APL 5/16 (Appendix 10) and
APL/STG-41 (Appendix 11), which were presented to the Beauly-Denny Public Inquiry
and which are referenced within this report.
Civil costs for undergrounding, other than tunnelling, were provided by Scottish Power to
CCI for inclusion in the cable costing. These costs were obtained by SPT from Balfour
Beatty; Balfour Beatty being an experienced Extra High Voltage (EHV) cable installation
contractor in the UK.
The report is split into sections as follows:






Section 2 contains a briefing note agreed with Scottish Power for this report.
Section 3 identifies the contributions to this report from other companies and
outlines the level of detail provided.
Section 4 lists the main reference documents which are also attached as
appendices.
Section 5 provides a technical update since 2007.
Section 6 provides a commentary on the service experience of EHV underground
cables.
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Section 7 gives an update of the cost estimates for undergrounding of the BeaulyDenny connection in the Stirling area.
Section 8 contains a review of recent documentation received by Scottish Power
and forwarded to the authors for comment in this report.
Section 9 provides the conclusions reached by the authors on the subjects
contained within this report.

The appendices provide reference documentation for the reader.
 Appendix 1 contains information on the references and notes indicated in the
report.
 Appendix 2 and Appendix 3 contain route maps identifying possible cable routes
in areas requiring visual mitigation of the overhead line connection.
 Appendix 4 contains a copy of the ECU briefing note on visual mitigation of the
overhead line.
 Appendix 5 contains a copy of the letter from Ken Brown MSP to Scottish Power.
 Appendix 6 contains a copy of a letter from Graeme Cook (SPICe).
 Appendix 7 contains a copy of a letter from Caroline Paterson dated 18th Feb
2010.
 Appendix 8 contains a copy of a letter from Peter Pearson dated 20th February
2010.
 Appendix 9 contains SPT Photographs between Logie Villa and Glenside
 Appendix 10 contains a copy of document APL 5/16 submitted during the
strategic session of the public inquiry by SHETL and SPT.
 Appendix 11 contains a copy of document APL/STG-41 submitted by SHETL
and SPT during the Stirling local session of the Beauly-Denny connection public
inquiry.
2

SPT Briefing

Following the granting of section 37 consent/deemed planning permission, and in light of
the terms of the briefing note and correspondence referred to above, SPT require that CCI
and PB Power produce a report which:
1. Reviews the technical and cost elements of the Beauly – Denny Public Inquiry
documents APL 5/161 and APL/STG-412. This review shall advise of any significant
EHV OHL or cable system developments in terms of costs or technology updates
since the end of the Beauly-Denny Public Inquiry. This work shall supply updated
costs for the following routes as described in APL/STG-41:
a. West of Stirling routes
i. UGC4 – SNH Option 1
ii. UGC4 – SNH Option 2
iii. UGC4 – SBP
b. East of Stirling
i. UGC4 – UoS
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2. Estimates the cost of undergrounding the sections of overhead line between:
a. the top of the scarp of the Ochils at Cocksburn Wood (TD199) and Airthrey
Castle (TD203); and
b. the section south of the tower at Logie Villa (TD203) and to the east of
Stirling to the tower at Glenside (TD244).
c. both of the above sections from towers TD199 to Denny Substation as one
complete section of undergrounding.
3. Provides a review of the following documentation which has been received by SPT
since the Public Inquiry in so far as they concern the use of underground cables:
a. Letter from Graeme Cook, Principal Research Specialist, Scottish Parliament
b. Letter from Keith Brown MSP to Phil Henderson, Government Affairs, SPT
dated 8th March 2010.
c. Information Centre to Ellen Forson, dated 5th February 2010.
d. Letter from Peter Pearson, dated 20th February 2010
e. Letter from Caroline Patterson, 18th Feb 2010
f. The Minute from the initial meeting of the community councils/key
stakeholders/interest groups as held on 06 March 2010.
g. A review of National Grid publications regarding the “Hinkley Connection” in
England insofar as it concerns underground cables.
h. Energy Consents and Deployment, Business, Enterprise and Energy
Directorate briefing note emailed to SPT on the 28th January 2010.
The approach taken has been to employ the technological and cost approach published in
documents APL 5/16 and APL/STG-41 for Beauly-Denny public inquiry. For items
under paragraph 1, a technological and cost review was required which included the need
for revised costs from experienced contractors, these costs being included in the same
manner as those presented to the public inquiry. The items in paragraph 2 required the
determination of additional possible cable routes to the east of Stirling, these would be
laid out by CCI and a site inspection performed by SPT and a landscape architect from
MTLA. Paragraph 3 required a considered review by an experienced cable consultant
from CCI.
3

Contributors to this report

The cost of civil works, excluding tunnelling, have been obtained by SPT from Balfour
Beatty (Balfour Beatty, are experienced EHV cable installers and civil contractors).
These costs are a like for like update of the costs produced for the schedules given in
APL/STG-41.
The costs of cable system materials, specialist supervision, jointing and system testing
have been obtained from EHV cable system suppliers by CCI.
Six suppliers were requested to provide CCI with information on products and budgetary
costs. These were, ABB (Sweden), Prysmian (Italy), Nexans (France), NKT (Germany),
Suedkabel (Germany), and Silec (France). Three of these manufacturers responded and
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the information provided has been used in the production of this report. In order to
maintain commercial confidentiality the identity of suppliers who responded, and
information on which costs belong to which supplier, has not been included.
It was recognised that comparisons with an overhead line option would be made by
stakeholders with regard to costs.
PB Power have reviewed the OHL and tunnelling technology since the Beauly-Denny
Public Inquiry and provided updated costs for OHL, sealing end compound and
tunnelling works.
PB Power also produced the cost tables contained within this report which are updates
and additions to those prepared for the Beauly – Denny public inquiry in document
APL/STG-41.
4

Reference Documents

There are two reports from the Beauly Denny public inquiry submitted by SPT/ Scottish
Hydro Electric Transmission Limited (SHETL) in evidence that the reader of this report
should have to hand when reading this report. These are:




5

“Proposed Beauly to Denny 400kV Overhead Transmission Line, The Use of
Underground Cable as an alternative to Overhead Line in Specific Locations,
Final Report, January 2007” PB Power, PI document, referred to in the public
inquiry and in this report as document APL 5/16 and attached as Appendix 10.
“Proposed Beauly to Denny 400kV Overhead Transmission Line, The use of
underground cable as an alternative to overhead line: STIRLING, Final Report
October 2007”, PB Power, PI document referred to in the public inquiry and in
this report as documents APL/STG-41 and attached as Appendix 11.

Technology Updates

This section provides a technology update on underground cable (UGC) and overhead
line (OHL) since the end of the Beauly – Denny Public Inquiry in December 2007.
5.1

Underground cable technology update

This section of the report describes technological developments in EHV power cable
system design since the Beauly-Denny Public Inquiry.
5.1.1

Coated conductors

A large cross section conductor is known to suffer from an increased AC resistance due
to a phenomenon known as ‘skin effect’. When carrying an AC current, the electrons in
the conductor find the lowest impedance path by tending to travel along its outer surface
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or edge. This means that the AC current density inside the conductor is non-uniform and
the density of the current increases at the perimeter of the conductor. This phenomenon
increases the conductor resistance when carrying an AC current. This increase in
resistance results in a higher conductor temperature than would otherwise be the case if
the skin effect phenomenon did not exist and limits the amount of current, and hence
power, that a conductor may carry.
To decrease the skin effect phenomenon manufacturers have for many years used a
Milliken design of conductor (named after its inventor). For practical and cost reasons
manufacturers employ up to six conductor segments (each segment is sector shaped
which looks in cross section rather like the segments of an orange) within which the wires
of each segment are spirally wound before being assembled together into a single
conductor. Each segment is sector shaped and assembled to form a round conductor
where individual wire strand paths travel from the outer to the inner regions of the
conductor thus better equalising the conductors current density and lowering its
resistance.
A further development has been introduced whereby a significant percentage of the wire
strands in each segment are provided with a high resistance coating. This is normally
either a copper oxide or an enamel coating to stop electrons jumping between wire
strands. Since completion of the Public Inquiry the use of oxidised and enamelled
conductors is becoming more common place for large conductor (1600mm2 and above)
installations. Manufacturers were asked to provide prices for enamelled conductors
(which have a lower AC resistance than oxidised or plain conductors) which can carry
marginally more current.
5.1.2

Radial moisture barriers

The ingress of any water into an EHV power cable insulation is likely to result in
eventual primary insulation failure. For this reason EHV cable designs employ a radial
water barrier. This radial barrier can consist of either an extruded seamless tube, called a
metallic sheath (normally made of lead or aluminium) or a seamed longitudinal wrap of a
thin metal sheet or an even thinner foil (of either copper, stainless steel or aluminium).
The seam on the longitudinally applied tape is usually laser welded and the seam on the
foil glued.
Because the ingress of water into a power cable is likely to considerably shorten its life
there has been an understandable caution from most experienced utilities in the adoption
of radial moisture barriers which employ longitudinally applied tapes or foils. However,
confidence in the seamed designs is growing and at 275kV and 400kV the use of a
longitudinally welded tape is now considered as acceptable for use on EHV circuits by
United Kingdom’s largest EHV cable user, National Grid. However, cable designs which
employ longitudinal foils are still restricted to dry environments, such as underground
tunnels.
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For this report manufactures were invited to provide designs with both seamless,
longitudinal tape and foil radial water barriers; the latter only being considered for use in
a tunnel under the Ochils.
5.1.3

Oversheathing materials

The most common oversheath material being used on EHV power cables is high density
polythene (HDPE). This is a more durable polymer than lower density polythene or PVC
oversheathing materials.
HDPE is however extremely flammable and like XLPE has a similar calorific content to
petroleum. Whilst National Grid have permitted the use of HDPE cable coverings inside
their cable tunnels, others transmission companies require a fire resistant coating on the
cable.
For the purposes of this report manufacturers were not asked to place a fire resistant
covering on their cables. In the event that SPT might require a specialist fire retardant
over-sheathing material any resultant increase in cost to the cable price is unlikely to be a
deciding factor.
5.2

Overhead line technology update

PB Power overhead line experts were consulted on any new technologies that would be
relevant to the Beauly – Denny overhead line. The PB Power engineers advised that the
use of any specialist technology, such as high operating temperature conductors, would
be likely to increase the cost of the overhead line construction.
6

Service experience

Cable installations using XLPE insulation technology at 275kV and above are increasing.
However, not all manufacturers that claim to have a capability to produce a 275kV cable
actually have significant service experience; and even less so at 400kV.
Demand over the last five years has been such that some manufacturers have carried out
significant investment programmes to increase manufacturing capacity and soak up the
demand. European manufacturers have installed a number of new EHV extrusion lines
and the previous decline in EHV cable manufacturers has abated.
A number of manufacturers are continuing to export to the Middle East and the Far East
and a number of manufacturing joint ventures are running, particularly in China.
Power cables are not immune from failure. In 2006 a serious EHV cable failure was
reported by the State Grid Electric Power Institute in China which resulted in the loss of
six 220kV cable circuits in the same tunnel.
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Figure 1 - Fire Damage in a Cable Tunnel in China

Whilst XLPE cable designs present a lower risk of fire damage than oil filled cables, they
do not eliminate this risk of a serious fire entirely. Precautions against fire are still
necessary in a power cable tunnel system design, particularly with regard to the safety of
personnel and the provision of escape routes. On the left hand photograph of Figure 1, in
the foreground bottom left, are the remains of power cables after serious fire in a cable
tunnel. The cables can be seen with their copper conductors still inside the aluminium
sheaths but all the XLPE insulation has burnt away. In the right hand photograph the
intensity of the fire is illustrated by the heat damage causing concrete to crack and expose
the reinforcing bar beneath on both the walls and the ceiling. The fuel for this fire was the
XLPE cables following an electrical fault.
To date the tunnels containing EHV XLPE cables in the UK have not experienced a fault
and precautions such as, fire resistant coatings, non-auto reclose (where the circuit tries to
reenergise immediately after a fault) and fast switching circuit breaker operation may
ensure such damage does not occur on a UK circuit. However the risk is a real one.
If the Beauly – Denny 400kV and 275kV cables were placed in a single cable tunnel the
repair time would be several months if a fire occurred with both circuits being lost. The
cost analysis for the Beauly-Denny connection has considered a single tunnel. However,
an alternative plan such as erecting an emergency OHL connection would need to be
considered. A further mitigating consideration might be to place the 275kV and the
400kV circuits in separate tunnels but this would significantly increase costs.
7

Cost of undergrounding in the Stirling area

Case 5 unit costs reported in APL 5/16 were applied to the specific circuit compositions
considered in report APL/STG-41 since the character of the landscape in the Stirling area
is similar to that of the previous Case 5. Therefore, the update of the costs presented here
has been based on the update of the component costs of the unit costs given in APL 5/16.
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The most significant assumptions made in the development of the costing are included in
section 3.6.1 of APL/STG-41.
7.1

Cost updates since the Beauly-Denny Public Inquiry

Updates of cable costs have been provided by CCI based on manufacturers information as
described in section 3 of this report.
Costs of civil works associated with the installation of cables have been sourced by SPT
from Balfour Beatty.
Tunnelling costs have been based upon recent experiences of PB Power, in particular
costs for a similar sized tunnel to be constructed in London have been adjusted for the
hard rock and steep gradient of the tunnel which would be required between Cockburn
Wood and Logie.
Overhead line costs have been updated by PB Power using recent metal prices and
conductor costs.
Updated unit costs are given in Table 1.
7.2

UGC4 – SNH Option 1

SNH option 1 suggests that the proposed 30.3km of overhead line between Braco and
Denny substations is replaced by 6.5km of overhead line from Braco substation and
Milour Moor and then 24km of direct buried cable from Milour Moor to Denny. Further
detail of this proposal is given in a schematic in chapter 1, aerial photographs in appendix
5 and OS maps in appendix 6, all of report APL/STG-41.
Table 2 shows that the updated cost of the complete route as an overhead line is £27.5m
compared to the cost estimate for the alternative of £352.8m, an additional cost of
approximately £325.3m.
7.3

UGC4 – SNH Option 2

SNH option 2 also suggests that part of the proposed 30.3km of overhead line between
Braco and Denny substations is undergrounded, however, with this option only the
13.8km section from Milour Moor to Gatur is replaced by direct buried cable and the
6.5km section from Braco substation to Milour Moor is overhead line, as is the 10.2km
section from Gatur to Denny substation. Again, further detail of this option is given in a
schematic in chapter 1, aerial photographs in appendix 5 and OS maps in appendix 6, all
of report APL/STG-41.
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Table 3 shows the updated cost of the complete route as an overhead line to be £27.5m
compared to the cost estimate for the alternative of £217.0m, an additional cost of
approximately £189.5m.
7.4

UGC4 – SBP

UGC4-SBP was so named as it was an attempt by the authors of APL/STG-41 to meet
what they understood to be the undergrounding route preferences of the action group
Stirling Before Pylons. The authors acknowledge that Stirling Before Pylons did not
select this route but for consistency with document APL/STG-41, and ease of reference to
earlier documentation, the route title UGC4-SBP has been retained in this report.
The ‘SBP option’ suggests that the whole of the 30.3km overhead line route between
Braco and Denny substations is undergrounded along a 33.4km route. Again, further
detail of this option is given in chapter 1, aerial photographs in appendix 5 and OS maps
in appendix 6, all of report APL/STG-41.
Table 4 shows the updated cost of the complete route as an overhead line to be £21.6m
compared to the cost estimate for the alternative of £480.2m, an additional cost of
approximately £452.7m.
7.5

UGC4 - UoS

The UoS option proposes replacing a 5.3km section of overhead line between Braco and
Denny substation with an overhead line diversion of 0.6km, connecting to a 3.9km cable,
of which 2.6km would be laid in a tunnel, and then connecting back to the original
overhead line route via a further 0.3km diversion.
Since the UGC4 – UoS option includes a tunnel, which was not part of APL 5/16 case 5,
the estimated cost of the tunnel for APL 5/16 case 2 was utilised. Consequently, the
updated UoS option costs are based on revised costs for cases 5 and 2 as given in Table 5.
Table 6 shows that whilst the proposed overhead line circuit would cost £5.2m, the
alternative option including the section of cable through a tunnel would cost £114.5m, an
additional £109.3m.
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Table 1 – Unit Costs – APL 5/16 Case Study 5

Stirling Area Undergrounding Costing Study - Unit Costs Updated August 2010
Item

Unit Cost

Source

a. Case Study 5 - West of Stirling (mainly agricultural land) - Applied here to all Stirling trenched UGC options:1. OHL unit cost per km:Total OHL cost per km (£k/km): all study average = £1074k / km)
less 10% contingency (of £83k / km)
OHL unit cost per km before contingency (£k/km) =
Contingency Rate =
2. SEC cost (end costs), per pair:Total cable-end for section (£k)
plus Maintenance (£k)
SEC Unit cost per pair (£k) =
Contingency Rate =
3. UGC unit cost per km:Total cable route for section (£k)
plus Wayleaves (£k)
plus 40-year replacement (£k)
all divided by Length (km):
UGC unit cost per km before contingency (£k/km) =
Contingency Rate =

908 Comparative APL 5/16 Case Study 5, p111, Table 5-26 2007 value = £943k/km
83
826
= Stirling Source Ref 1
Comparative 2007 value = £858k/km
10%

5,761 Comparative APL 5/16 Case Study 5, p112 Table 5-27(A) 2007 value = £5072
282 Comparative APL 5/16 Case Study 5, p112 Table 5-27(B) 2007 value = £259
6,042
= Stirling Source Ref 2 Comparative 2007 value = £5,331k/km
10%

56,894
122
5,126
5.039
12,332
15%

Comparative APL 5/16 Case Study 5, p112 Table 5-27(A) 2007 value = £52,736
Comparative APL 5/16 Case Study 5, p112 Table 5-27(B) 2007 value = £122
Comparative APL 5/16 Case Study 5, p112 Table 5-27(B) 2007 value = £4,734
Comparative APL 5/16 Case Study 5, p112 Table 5-27 2007 value = 5.039
= Stirling Source Ref 3 Comparative 2007 value = £11,429k/km
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Table 2 - UGC4 Option 1 - SNH: Milour Moor to Denny
Costs Updated August 2010

UGC4 Option 1 - SNH: UGC Strathallan to Denny: SEC 1 (Milour Moor) to SEC 4 (Denny)
Proposed OHL being displaced

Item

Milour Moor (tower n/a) - Denny (tower n/a)

OHL

Lifetime
Cost incl.
Source Contingency
Units Quantities Unit cost
Contingency
Ref
Rate (%)
(£k)
(£k)
km
30.255
826 =StSR1
10%
27,479

UGC Option - UGC costs are for direct-buried / tunnelled cable
Unit cost source:
Case study No.
Additional OHL required to connect to north and south SECs
OHL
UGC4 Option 1 - SNH: UGC Strathallan to Denny: cable between SEC 1 and SEC 4
UGC
North and South SECs
SEC

05
km
km
pair

6.456
23.995
1

826 =StSR1
12,332 =StSR3
6,042 =StSR2

NB:
1. SEC costs include lifetime maintenance cost estimates
2. Cable costs include wayleaves and 40 year replacement cost estimates. Tunnel costs also included, where appropriate.
3. Costs for ducted cable are estimated to lie within 1% of that for direct-buried, and so are not shown separately.
4. At each SEC where a terminal tower is not required (Braco, and Denny) around £87k may be subtracted from the SEC cost.
Summary - UGC4 Option 1 - SNH: UGC Strathallan to Denny

Item

km

£k

Totals for the proposed OHL

OHL

30.3

27,479

OHL totals for the UGC option

OHL

6.5

5,864

24.0

346,942

30.5

352,806

km
0.2

£k
325,327

UGC
+SEC
Whole route totals for the UGC option
All
UGC totals for the UGC option

Comparisons between the undergrounding and OHL options:
Differences: UGC Option less proposed OHL
Route length increase of UGC over proposed OHL (%)
Cost Factor: UGC over OHL (times)

0.6%
12.8 times
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Table 3 - UGC4 Option 2 - SNH: Milour Moor to Gartur
Costs Updated August 2010

UGC4 Option 2 - SNH: UGC Strathallan to Cambusbarron: SEC 1 (Milour Moor) to SEC 2 (Gartur)
Proposed OHL being displaced

Item

Milour Moor (tower n/a) - Gartur (tower n/a)

OHL

Lifetime
Cost incl.
Source Contingency
Units Quantities Unit cost
Contingency
Ref
Rate (%)
(£k)
(£k)
km
30.255
826 =StSR1
10%
27,479

UGC Option - UGC costs are for direct-buried / tunnelled cable
Unit cost source:
Case study No.
Additional OHL required to connect to north and south SECs
OHL
UGC4 Option 2 - SNH: UGC Strathallan to Cambusbarron: cable between SEC 1 and SEC
UGC
2
North and South SECs
SEC

05
km
km
pair

16.704
13.764
1

826 =StSR1
12,332 =StSR3
6,042 =StSR2

NB:
1. SEC costs include lifetime maintenance cost estimates
2. Cable costs include wayleaves and 40 year replacement cost estimates. Tunnel costs also included, where appropriate.
3. Costs for ducted cable are estimated to lie within 1% of that for direct-buried, and so are not shown separately.
4. At each SEC where a terminal tower is not required (Braco, and Denny) around £87k may be subtracted from the SEC cost.
Summary - UGC4 Option 2 - SNH: UGC Strathallan to Cambusbarron

Item

km

£k

Totals for the proposed OHL

OHL

30.3

27,479

OHL totals for the UGC option

OHL

16.7

15,171

UGC
+SEC
Whole route totals for the UGC option
All

13.8

201,847

30.5

217,018

km
0.2

£k
189,539

UGC totals for the UGC option

Comparisons between the undergrounding and OHL options:
Differences: UGC Option less proposed OHL
Route length increase of UGC over proposed OHL (%)
Cost Factor: UGC over OHL (times)

0.7%
7.9 times
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Table 4 - UGC4 Option 3 - SBP: Braco to Denny
Costs Updated August 2010

UGC4 Option 3 - SBP: UGC Braco to Denny: SEC 3 (Braco) to SEC4 (Denny)
Proposed OHL being displaced

Item

Braco (tower TD165) - Denny (tower n/a)

OHL

Lifetime
Cost incl.
Source Contingency
Units Quantities Unit cost
Contingency
Ref
Rate (%)
(£k)
(£k)
km
30.255
826 =StSR1
10%
27,479

UGC Option - UGC costs are for direct-buried / tunnelled cable
Unit cost source:
Case study No.
Additional OHL required to connect to north and south SECs
OHL
UGC4 Option 3 - SBP: UGC Braco to Denny: cable between SEC 3 and SEC4
UGC
North and South SECs
SEC

05
km
km
pair

0
33.391
1

826 =StSR1
12,332 =StSR3
6,042 =StSR2

10%
15%
10%

NB:
1. SEC costs include lifetime maintenance cost estimates
2. Cable costs include wayleaves and 40 year replacement cost estimates. Tunnel costs also included, where appropriate.
3. Costs for ducted cable are estimated to lie within 1% of that for direct-buried, and so are not shown separately.
4. At each SEC where a terminal tower is not required (Braco, and Denny) around £87k may be subtracted from the SEC cost.
Summary - UGC4 Option 3 - SBP: UGC Braco to Denny

Item

km

£k

Totals for the proposed OHL

OHL

30.3

27,479

OHL totals for the UGC option

OHL

0.0

-

UGC
+SEC
Whole route totals for the UGC option
All
UGC totals for the UGC option

Comparisons between the undergrounding and OHL options:
Differences: UGC Option less proposed OHL
Route length increase of UGC over proposed OHL (%)
Cost Factor: UGC over OHL (times)

33.4

480,196

33.4

480,196

km
3.1

£k
452,717

10.4%
17.5 times
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Table 5 – Unit Costs – Tunnelling Option
Stirling Area Undergrounding Costing Study - Unit Costs - Unit Costs Updated August 2010
Item

Unit Cost

Source

b. Tunnelling Estimate - Applied to Cocksburn Wood - Logie Villa tunnel section:1. OHL unit cost per km:Total OHL cost per km (£k/km):
less 10% contingency (of £89k / km)
OHL unit cost per km before contingency (£k/km) =
Contingency Rate =

984 Comparative APL 5/16 Case Study 4, p103, Table 5-21 2007 value = £1,246k/km
89
895
= Stirling Source Ref 4 Comparative 2007 value = £1,133k/km
10%

2. End costs for tunnelled cable (not inc. tunnel shaft headworks):Total cable-end for section (£k)
plus Maintenance (£k)
SEC Unit cost per pair (£k) =
Contingency Rate =

(Sources as for Tunnel - Appin of Dull estimate:)
5,980 Comparative APL 5/16 Case Study 2, p85 Table 5-12(A) 2007 value = £5,173
248 Comparative APL 5/16 Case Study 2, p85 Table 5-12(B) 2007 value = £227
6,229
= Stirling Source Ref 5 Comparative 2007 value = £5,399
10%

3. UGC unit cost per km (trenched section):UGC unit cost per km before contingency (£k/km) =
Contingency Rate =

12,332
15%

4. Tunnelled UGC unit cost per km:Cables supply and install - no civils (£k per km)
Tunnel, 4m dia., -inc. vent & end shafts & headworks (£k per km)
Mechanical and Electical Installations (M&E)
Total tunnelled UGC unit cost per km before contingency (£k/km) =
Overall Contingency Rate =

(Sources as for Tummel - Appin of Dull estimate:)
5,774 Comparative APL 5/16 Case Study 2, p85, Table 5-12(Aii), lines 1-4 2007 value = £5,202k/km
19,690 PB Power budget estimates Comparative 2007 value = £13,720k/km
1,809
27,273
= Source Ref 7 Comparative 2007 value = £21,862k/km
25%
No geological investigations to date

(Source as for Case Study 5 - West of Stirling, previous table)
= Stirling Source Ref 6 Comparative 2007 value = £11,429k/km
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Table 6 – UGC4 Option 4 – UoS: Cocksburn Wood to Manor Powis

Costs Updated August 2010
UGC4 Option 4 - UoS: UGC Cocksburn Wood to Manor Powis: SEC 5 (Cocksburn Wood) to SEC 6 (Manor Powis)
Proposed OHL being displaced

Item

Cocksburn Wood (tower TD197) - Manor Powis (tower TD208)

OHL

Lifetime
Cost incl.
Source Contingency
Units Quantities Unit cost
Contingency
Ref
Rate (%)
(£k)
(£k)
km
5.32
895 =StSR4
10%
5,235

UGC Option - UGC costs are for direct-buried / tunnelled cable
Unit cost source:
Estimate for
0 Tunnel
Additional OHL required to connect to north and south SECs
OHL
km
0.941
826
UGC4 Option 4 - UoS: UGC Cocksburn Wood to Manor Powis: cable between SEC 5 andUGC
SEC 6 km
1.354
12,332
North and South SECs
SEC
pair
1
6,229
Cost of tunnelled UGC section
Tunnel
km
2.56
27,273
NB:
1. SEC costs include lifetime maintenance cost estimates
2. Cable costs include wayleaves and 40 year replacement cost estimates. Tunnel costs also included, where appropriate.
3. Costs for ducted cable are estimated to lie within 1% of that for direct-buried, and so are not shown separately.
4. At each SEC where a terminal tower is not required (Braco, and Denny) around £87k may be subtracted from the SEC cost.
Summary - UGC4 Option 4 - UoS: UGC Cocksburn Wood to Manor Powis

Item

km

£k

Totals for the proposed OHL

OHL

5.3

5,235

OHL totals for the UGC option

OHL

0.9

855

3.9

113,674

4.9

114,529

km
-0.5

£k
109,293

UGC
+SEC
Whole route totals for the UGC option All

UGC totals for the UGC option, including extra cost of tunnel

Comparisons between the undergrounding and OHL options:
Differences: UGC Option less proposed OHL
Route length increase of UGC over proposed OHL (%)
Cost Factor: UGC over OHL (times)

-8.7%
21.9 times
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Undergrounding between Tower TD199 Cocksburn Wood to Tower TD203A
Airthey Castle.

Section 19-(2)(A) of the consent for the line requires proposals for: “the mitigation of the
visual and landscape impact of the line between the top scarp of the Ochil Hills at
Cocksburn Wood (TD199) and Airthey Castle (TD203)”.
If mitigation were to be achieved by the use of an underground power cable system then
the start and end points of the mitigation have been taken to be the location of the
proposed towers TD199 and TD203A.
This installation would need to be inside a tunnel3 and a description of a tunnelled
installation is described in APL/STG-41, Chapter 4, “Ochils Escarpment Route East of
Stirling Appraisal” and is very similar to route UGC4 in the same document.
The location atop the Ochils in APL/STG-41 placed the tunnel shaft head house close to
tower TD197A. However the mitigation requirements of the consent move the shaft head
house closer towards Black Hill at tower position TD199. The location of tower TD199
has been used in costing this undergrounding as it provides a shorter route (and therefore
a less expensive route) to the limit of the mitigation at TD203A, Airthey Castle; near
Logie Villa.
In Figure 2 the tunnel has been shown as a straight line between the tunnel shaft head
houses that would be located at TD199 and TD203A. Figure 2 is an overlay on an OHL
route map showing the positions of the tunnel sealing end compounds which include a
shaft head building. One of these buildings will contain the necessary air cooling fans
required to provide an air flow through the tunnel to remove heat generated by the cables.
This would most probably be the head house at TD199 to take advantage of the natural
updraft of the tunnel shaft.
The horizontal tunnel distance as shown is 1479m. The fall in elevation between ground
level at TD199 and TD203A is around 165m. It would be necessary to have a shaft at
both ends of the tunnel and for the cables to exit the tunnel shafts and connect to the
overhead line.
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Figure 2 - TD199 to TD203A Tunnel Route

The tunnel shaft head houses containing the necessary fans and control systems would
occupy an area of around 33m x 25m and the cable sealing end compound would be in
the order of 140m x 55m. These dimensions are based on the existing compound at the
400kV Dartford river crossing in Kent. Making allowance for tunnel length, shaft depths
(175m & 10m), cable length inside the SEC (2x100m) and termination heights (2 x 8m),
the average cable circuit length required in order to connect between any new overhead
line towers at TD199 and TD203 is thus estimated to be 1880m.
7.6.1

Costing TD199 to TD203

Table 7 shows that whilst the proposed overhead line circuit would cost £1.5m, the
alternative option including the section of cable through a tunnel would cost £60.3m, an
additional £58.9m.
This costing is calculated on the basis of using the cable which would normally be direct
buried inside the tunnel, however, a less expensive cable could be employed saving
approximately £1.8m per km of cable in the tunnel. Consequently, the cost of the
alternative could be reduced to £57.6m.
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Table 7 - Undergrounding between Tower TD199 Cocksburn Wood to Tower TD203A Airthry Castle
Costs Updated August 2010

UGC Cocksburn Wood to Airthey Castle: SEC 5 (Cocksburn Wood) to 0 (Airthey Castle)
Proposed OHL being displaced

Item

Cocksburn Wood (tower TD199) - Airthey Castle (tower TD203)

OHL

Lifetime
Cost incl.
Source Contingency
Units Quantities Unit cost
Contingency
Ref
Rate (%)
(£k)
(£k)
km
1.479
895 =StSR4
10%
1,455

UGC Option - UGC costs are for direct-buried / tunnelled cable
Unit cost source:
Estimate for
0 Tunnel
Additional OHL required to connect to north and south SECs
OHL
km
0
826
UGC Cocksburn Wood to Airthey Castle: cable between SEC 5 and 0
UGC
km
0.2
12,332
North and South SECs
SEC
pair
1
6,229
Cost of tunnelled UGC section
Tunnel
km
1.479
27,273
NB:
1. SEC costs include lifetime maintenance cost estimates
2. Cable costs include wayleaves and 40 year replacement cost estimates. Tunnel costs also included, where appropriate.
3. Costs for ducted cable are estimated to lie within 1% of that for direct-buried, and so are not shown separately.
4. At each SEC where a terminal tower is not required (Braco, and Denny) around £87k may be subtracted from the SEC cost.
Summary - UGC Cocksburn Wood to Airthey Castle

Item

km

£k

Totals for the proposed OHL

OHL

1.5

1,455

OHL totals for the UGC option

OHL

0.0

-

UGC
+SEC
Whole route totals for the UGC option
All

1.7

60,309

1.7

60,309

km
0.2

£k
58,854

UGC totals for the UGC option, including extra cost of tunnel

Comparisons between the undergrounding and OHL options:
Differences: UGC Option less proposed OHL
Route length increase of UGC over proposed OHL (%)
Cost Factor: UGC over OHL (times)

=StSR1
=StSR6
=StSR5
=StSR7

13.5%
41.4 times
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Undergrounding between TD199 Cocksburn Wood and TD244 Glenside

Neither APL 5/16 nor APL/STG-41 looked at any underground cable routes to the East of
Stirling for underground routes to the south of TD209B. Report APL/STG-41 was
produced for the public inquiry in response to the submission of maps and/or
documentation by Scottish Natural Heritage and others. None of the submissions for
underground cable routes considered this underground cable route and no costings have
previously been produced.
The SPT maps given to the report authors indicate that there are two tower locations with
the prefix TD244. These are TD244E which is the closest to Glenside and TD244/1C
which is one tower further westward towards Denny Substation.
During the underground cable routeing performed for this report it was initially
considered that any cable section would terminate at tower position TD244E on the
assumption that this would be the shortest undergrounding route between TD203A and
any TD244 suffixed tower. However, on plotting the shortest practicable cable route it
was found that the cables would have to pass close by tower TD244/1C to reach tower
position TD244E.
As both locations would appear to meet the consent requirements for the cable route, it
would be less expensive and thus preferable to terminate the UGC route at tower
TD244/1C.
When plotting an underground cable route between TD203A and TD244/1C the cable
routeing strategy outlined in APL 5/16 was followed for this preliminary routeing.
The cost of installing an underground cable system is generally dependent upon its
length, a straight line was thus plotted between the shaft head house at TD199 and
TD244/1C to determine the absolute shortest length between the two locations.
In order to keep the tunnel length to a minimum, due to costs, it was decided to retain the
same tunnel connection between TD199 and TD203A as was described in section 7.6
above. This tunnel also adheres favourably to the general line of the shortest route.
From TD203A to TD244/1C the cable route generally follows the route of the existing
132kV Beauly-Denny line. Route deviations away from the straight line connection are
due to the preference to follow linear features such as main roads, the use of the existing
132kV Beauly Denny overhead line wayleave and the benefits of reuse of access tracks,
the crossing of the M9 and the railway at suitable locations and the avoidance of wooded
areas.
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The mapped straight line distance between TD203A and TD244/1C has been scaled to be
11,415m. This would be the minimum distance for any direct cable connection between
these two points ignoring changes in elevation, obstructions and all other considerations.
However, this is not a practical proposition as obstructions do exist.
Following a preliminary route drawing by the underground cable consultant a site
assessment was undertaken by SPT engineers and a landscape architect and after
discussion, the following minor route modifications were applied:
The cable route should:
 avoid the sinks, land drains, burns and other water courses south of Tower
TD219,
 avoid Sauchenford smallholdings by finding another crossing point under the M9,
(one was selected further West).
The site visit team also advised that it would be possible to install the majority of the
route between tower locations TD203 and TD244E by means of a direct buried
installation as described in APL 5/16, Chapter 2 with directional drilling being employed
where required for road, rail and river crossings.
At service crossings (such as large hydrocarbon fuel lines) it would also be necessary to
consider special constructions such as horizontal directional drilling or, if the fuel line
company preferred a significantly sized open cut excavation. Both methods would be
likely to require installing the cables at greater than normal depth with a wider spacing to
meet the circuit current rating requirements.
For this report a series of three underground cable route drawings have been prepared
taking into account the site visit team’s observations. These underground cable route
maps can be found in Appendix 2. During the route survey SPT captured photographs of
some of the areas through which an underground cable route could pass based on the
route drawings. These photographs are attached as Appendix 9.
The cable from the sealing end compound at the top of the Ochils near Cocksburn Wood
(at tower position TD199) to Logie Villa (Tower 203) would need to be installed inside a
purpose built cable tunnel4. A description of the installation is described in Chapter 4,
“Ochils Escarpment Route East of Stirling Appraisal” of APL/STG-41.
A tunnel head house compound would be required near tower TD203A (Logie Villa).
The cable route would then leave the tunnel and proceed towards Glenside (TD244/1C)
as a direct buried installation.
The length of the tunnelled section was calculated as follows: Using the same tunnel as
described in section 7.6 but without the need for a sealing end compound (SEC) at
TD203A, tunnel length 1479m, shaft depths (175m & 10m), cable length inside the SEC
(1x100m) and termination heights (1 x 8m), the average cable circuit length required in
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order to connect between any new overhead line towers at TD199 to the top of the shaft
at Logie Villa (TD203A) has been estimated to be 1,772m.
From Logie Villa (TD203) the cable route differs from the overhead line route and is
plotted to the West of the settlements of Plean and Cowie. The UGC route selected is
shorter than the overhead line route, the latter of which diverts around settlements by
traversing to the East.
An estimate of the cable route length from the top of the cable tunnel shaft at Logie Villa
(TD203) to Glenside (TD244/1C) has been calculated to be 12,034m5, this includes the
termination height allowance at Glenside (TD244/1C). Adding this length to the length of
cable required between TD199 and TD203 gives a total average cable length of 13,806m.
Taking scale measurements from drawings the total length of overhead line that would be
replaced by the UGC would be 15,973m (14,398m between TD197A and TD239A and a
further 1,575m between TD240A and TD244/1C. These measurements do not take into
account any changes in elevation.
The cable route is shorter than the overhead line as it is able, in this instance, to take a
more direct route than the overhead line which skirts around settlements.
The balance involved in selecting an underground cable route is much more complex than
that for an OHL. This is because of the need to strike a balance not only between
underground cable system technical requirements, environmental and financial
considerations, but also with the length of cable route which is directly related to both
cost and disturbance. With underground cable, the cost is the dominant consideration.
It must be noted that this report does not include an environmental impact assessment of
this route, its impact on local people and no examination of the geology or impacts of the
Ochils has been performed to confirm that the sinking of shafts and tunnelling is feasible.
7.7.1

TD109 to TD244/1C Costings

Table 8 shows that whilst the proposed overhead line circuit would cost £15.7m, the
alternative option including the section of cable through a tunnel would cost £229.1m, an
additional £213.4m.
Again, this costing is calculated on the basis of using the cable which would normally be
direct buried inside the tunnel, however, a less expensive cable could be employed saving
approximately £1.8m per km of cable in the tunnel. Consequently, the cost of the
alternative could be reduced to £226.4m.
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Table 8 - Undergrounding between TD199 Cocksburn Wood and TD244 Glenside
Costs Updated August 2010

UGC Cocksburn Wood to Glenside: SEC 5 (Cocksburn Wood) to 0 (Glenside)
Proposed OHL being displaced

Item

Cocksburn Wood (tower TD199) - Glenside (tower TD244 1C)

OHL

Lifetime
Cost incl.
Source Contingency
Units Quantities Unit cost
Contingency
Ref
Rate (%)
(£k)
(£k)
km
15.973
895 =StSR4
10%
15,719

UGC Option - UGC costs are for direct-buried / tunnelled cable
Unit cost source:
Estimate for
0 Tunnel
Additional OHL required to connect to north and south SECs
OHL
km
0
826
UGC Cocksburn Wood to Glenside: cable between SEC 5 and 0
UGC
km
12.1034
12,332
North and South SECs
SEC
pair
1
6,229
Cost of tunnelled UGC section
Tunnel
km
1.479
27,273
NB:
1. SEC costs include lifetime maintenance cost estimates
2. Cable costs include wayleaves and 40 year replacement cost estimates. Tunnel costs also included, where appropriate.
3. Costs for ducted cable are estimated to lie within 1% of that for direct-buried, and so are not shown separately.
4. At each SEC where a terminal tower is not required (Braco, and Denny) around £87k may be subtracted from the SEC cost.
Summary - UGC Cocksburn Wood to Glenside

Item

km

£k

Totals for the proposed OHL

OHL

16.0

15,719

OHL totals for the UGC option

OHL

0.0

-

UGC
+SEC
Whole route totals for the UGC option
All

UGC totals for the UGC option, including extra cost of tunnel

Comparisons between the undergrounding and OHL options:
Differences: UGC Option less proposed OHL
Route length increase of UGC over proposed OHL (%)
Cost Factor: UGC over OHL (times)

13.6

229,122

13.6

229,122

km
-2.4

£k
213,403

-15.0%
14.6 times
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Undergrounding between TD 203 and TD244, Logie Villa to Glenside

Section 19-(2)(A) of the consent for the line requires proposals for: “the mitigation of
visual and landscape impact of the line between Logie (TD203) and Glenside TD244.”
As previously stated in section 7.7 above, neither APL 5/16 nor APL/STG-41 looked at
any underground cable routes to the east of Stirling for underground routes to the south of
TD209B.
This route assumes that underground cables are installed from a cable sealing end
compound (SEC) located at TD203A and installed to a further cable SEC at TD244/1C.
The cable SEC at TD244/1C being selected (rather than TD244E) for the same reasons as
described in section 7.7 above.
It would be necessary to construct a cable sealing end compound at the location of tower
TD203A and the cables would run south of this location and cross the A91 at the same
location as the route described in section 7.7 above. From this location the entire route is
identical to the route described in Section 7.7. An UGC route map is given in Appendix
3. This map shows only the region of the route that varies from that described in Section
7.7 and for the remainder of the route reference should be made to sheets 2 and 3 of
Appendix 2.
An estimate of the cable route length from Logie Villa SEC (at TD203A) to Glenside
(TD244/1C) has been calculated to be 12,142m. The reader may note that this is greater
in length than that given in section 7.7. This is due to the extra length required between
the tunnel shaft head house and tower TD203A and the addition of the cable termination
height (12,034+108=12,142m).
Taking scale measurements from drawings the total length of overhead line that would be
replaced would be 14,510m (12,935m between TD203 and TD239A and a further 1575m
between TD240A and TD244/1C). These measurements do not take into account any
changes in elevation.
It must be noted that this report does not include an environmental impact assessment of
this route or its impact on local people.
7.8.1

Costs for TD 203 to TD244/1C

Table 9 shows that whilst the proposed overhead line circuit would cost £13.2m, the
alternative underground option is estimated to cost £178.8m, an additional £165.7m.
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Table 9 – Undergrounding between TD203 and TD244, Logie Villa to Glenside
Costs Updated August 2010

UGC Logie to Glenside: 0 (Logie) to 0 (Glenside)
Proposed OHL being displaced

Item

Logie (tower TD203) - Glenside (tower TD244 1C)

OHL

Lifetime
Cost incl.
Source Contingency
Units Quantities Unit cost
Contingency
Ref
Rate (%)
(£k)
(£k)
km
14.51
826 =StSR1
10%
13,179

UGC Option - UGC costs are for direct-buried / tunnelled cable
Additional OHL required to connect to north and south SECs
UGC Logie to Glenside: cable between 0 and 0
North and South SECs

Unit cost source:
Case study No.
OHL
UGC
SEC

05
km
km
pair

0
12.142
1

826 =StSR1
12,332 =StSR3
6,042 =StSR2

NB:
1. SEC costs include lifetime maintenance cost estimates
2. Cable costs include wayleaves and 40 year replacement cost estimates. Tunnel costs also included, where appropriate.
3. Costs for ducted cable are estimated to lie within 1% of that for direct-buried, and so are not shown separately.
4. At each SEC where a terminal tower is not required (Braco, and Denny) around £87k may be subtracted from the SEC cost.
Summary - UGC Logie to Glenside

Item

km

£k

Totals for the proposed OHL

OHL

14.5

13,179

OHL totals for the UGC option

OHL

0.0

-

UGC
+SEC
Whole route totals for the UGC option
All
UGC totals for the UGC option

Comparisons between the undergrounding and OHL options:
Differences: UGC Option less proposed OHL
Route length increase of UGC over proposed OHL (%)
Cost Factor: UGC over OHL (times)

12.1

178,844

12.1

178,844

km
-2.4

£k
165,665

-16.3%
13.6 times
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Review of third party documentation provided by Scottish Power

8.1

Review of SPICe document

Graeme Cook, a Principal Research Specialist at the Scottish Parliament Information
Centre in Edinburgh wrote a letter is dated 5th February 2010 with the titled subject of
“Electricity wire visual amenity mitigation measures”. A copy of this letter is attached as
Appendix 6 to this report.
This report provides a commentary on the technical and cost references made by Mr
Cook under the section considering “UNDERGROUNDING”. This report does not
consider matters of policy or planning or any other matters which are considered to be
outside of this report’s brief.
The letter from Mr. Graeme Cook makes no reference to APL 5/16 or APL/STG-41 both
of which give essential information on the possibilities of undergrounding the BeaulyDenny line in the Stirling area and were made available at the public inquiry.
8.1.1

Draft National Policy Statement for Electricity Networks

Reference is made to the “Draft National Policy Statement for Electricity Networks
Infrastructure (EN-5)”6, with particular reference to paragraphs 2.7.6 to 2.7.11. These
paragraphs provide information for the Infrastructure Planning Commission (IPC) on a
number of general issues regarding undergrounding. The paragraphs referenced by the
SPICe letter are reproduced below.
“UNDERGROUNDING
2.7.6
In considering whether lines should be placed underground to obtain the
benefits of reductions in landscape and/or visual impacts, the IPC will need
to balance those reductions in visual intrusion against the costs (economic,
environmental and social) and technical challenges of undergrounding.
2.7.7
The IPC should take into account that the cost of undergrounding electricity
cables is between ten and twenty times as much per unit length as for an
overhead line, depending on whether the line is buried directly in open
agricultural land and the higher figure where more complex tunnelling and
civil engineering through conurbations and major cities is required.
2.7.8
Maintenance and repair costs are also significantly higher than for overhead
lines as are the costs associated with any later uprating. With an overhead
line this can be achieved by using different conductors which may or may not
require additional tower works (strengthening), whereas uprating an
underground cable installed as part of a route can only be achieved at
considerable expense by new excavations and installation of larger or
additional cables.
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There are, in addition, costs which are environmental and social. To match
overhead line performance for a 400kV double circuit as many as twelve
separate cables in four separate trenches may be needed resulting in a cable
swathe of up to 40 metres. This can disturb sensitive habitats and damage
heritage assets, in many cases more than an overhead line would. Access for
maintenance and repair is required for the duration of the system’s life
(about 60 years). And when faults occur 400kV underground cables are on
average out of service for a period 25 times longer (between two and six
weeks) than a comparable overhead line, mainly due to the longer time taken
to locate, excavate and undertake technically involved repairs. During this
time excavations may result in road closures and traffic management
measures with consequent traffic disruption.
The IPC should not refuse consent for overhead line proposals on the basis
that undergrounding is preferable unless it is satisfied that the benefits from
undergrounding outweigh the extra economic, social and environmental costs
and the technical difficulties are surmountable.
The previous paragraphs will also be relevant in terms of consideration of
undergrounding to mitigate or avoid other impacts beyond landscape and
visual.”

In paragraph 2.7.6 of EN-5 above, the IPC is required to consider that the cost of
undergrounding electricity cables is between ten and twenty times as much per unit
length as for an overhead line. A reference for this cost ratio is taken from the National
Grid7. The internet reference given in EN-5 does not however refer to a National Grid
document but is a reference point to several documents one of which “Undergrounding
high voltage electricity transmission: The technical issues”8 gives an UGC to OHL cost
ratio of between 12 to 17 times. This National Grid document as well as EN-5 was
published recently (in 2009).
8.1.2

Undergrounding abroad

Graeme Cook’s letter makes reference to some examples of undergrounding abroad and
provides a reference to a paper published by Leonardo-Energy which presents “the main
benefits of underground high voltage cables” with the title “Wiring Europe for the
Future”. The website acknowledges that:
“The European Copper Institute - the driving force behind the Leonardo ENERGY
initiative - is a joint venture between the world's mining companies, represented by the
International Copper Association, and the European copper industry. Its mission is to
promote copper's benefits to modern society across Europe, through its Brussels office
and a network of eleven Copper Development Associations”
The paper must therefore be read with the full understanding that the publication is likely
to be predicated to the use of power cables which have a significant quantity of copper in
their build.
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Graeme Cook’s research letter refers to the case studies contained in section 4 of the
paper;
 Case Study 1: Use of Cables in Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
 Case Study 2: Cables Enable the Development of Valuable Project at Madrid
Airport
Graeme Cook also makes reference to the Fujikura Technical Review 2003, which
describes a long length installation in Japan.
A number of European cross border projects as published in the UCTE Transmission
Development Plan have also been identified by Mr. Cook.
Mr Cook also refers to a European commission background paper on undergrounding of
electricity lines in Europe dated 10th December 2003. This paper has been largely
discredited and details are provided below.
The Energy Networks Association (ENA) briefing “Overhead lines or Underground
Cables9” is also identified by Mr Cook.
All of the above documents are discussed the following paragraphs.
8.1.2.1 Case Study 1 : Use of Cables in Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
This case study refers to the 400kV Aalberg – Århus line/cable installed in Denmark.
The Arhus-Alborg project was listed in the review of XLPE insulated cable circuits in
operation listed in Table 7-1 of APL 5/16 as presented to the Beauly-Denny Public
Inquiry.
This project has received much attention from parties comparing UGC to OHL cost
ratios. The headline ratio given for the cost of undergrounding compared to an overhead
line system is given as a ratio of 3.6:1 in a workshop paper10. This paper was submitted
into evidence at the Beauly-Denny Public Inquiry and would therefore have been in the
documentation for consideration and taken into account by the reporters. A cost ratio of
3.6:1 at first sight appears to be remarkably low ratio for the undergrounding of a 400kV
system. However, the Danish project included a significant quantity of installation of
150kV and 60kV cabling and the figures as presented in the paper require some analysis.
Some assistance in understanding may be found from a presentation given by the cable
company Sagem (now Silec) who supplied cable for the project and provided their own
cost ratio breakdown during a presentation11 in 2004. An on-line copy12 of this
presentation can be found on the Highland Council internet site. The sixth slide of the
presentation shows a comparison of cables and overhead line for two 400kV cable
circuits installed on a single overhead line tower at a cost of 3.9M DKK/km. The cost of
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undergrounding of the same overhead line using two cores per phase is given as 22.8M
DKK/km and a cable termination cost of 16M DKK/km. This gives a cost ratio for the
Ferslev-Skudshale undergrounding section (of 4km) of the 400kV Aalberg – Århus to
OHL cost ratio of 6.9:1.
The Ferslev-Skudshale undergrounding to OHL ratio of 6.9:1 is still a lower cost ratio
than the cost ratios reported in APL 5/16 and APL/STG-41. There are however, a number
of material differences between the Ferslev-Skudshale undergrounding on the Aalberg –
Århus line and that on any routes in the Stirling area on the Beauly-Denny connection.
These include the power transmission requirement and the nature of the terrain being
traversed, as set out below.
The following text has been extracted from a technical paper13 on the installation which
describes the rating design philosophy used on the Denmark line.
“The overhead line has a nominal rating equal to app. 2000 MVA (2800 A) and the short
time load capacity is for safety reasons (sagging limits of conductors) limited to only a
few minutes.
The two cable circuits in parallel have a nominal continuous rating of only 1000 MVA
(1400 A). However, if the short time load capacity of the cables is taken into account the
400 kV cables can be loaded at 2000 MVA (2800 A) for nearly 30 hours provided that the
cables have been preloaded at a load of 500 MVA (700 A) or less. At the end of the 30
hours time period the conductor temperature is still less than 90 Degrees C. Thus the 400
kV cables will not be operated at overload.
Maximum load during normal operation is expected to be app. 800 MVA (1100 A) and at
a typical preload of 500 MVA (700 A) or less each cable circuit can be loaded at 800
MVA (1100 A) for more than 100 hours. This time should be sufficient to do a repair on
one phase of a cable circuit and therefore, an outage of one 400 kV circuit is not
expected to have any consequences for the operation of the transmission line.”
In accordance with the power transmission requirements of the Beauly – Denny line,
which was examined in some detail by the public inquiry, a comparison of the continuous
rating requirements (as required for Beauly-Denny) are given in Table 10.
It can be seen from Table 10 that:
o The overhead line used in Denmark would be capable of meeting 82% of
the required pre-fault continuous rating for the Beauly-Denny line.
o The power cables used in Denmark only meet 41% of the rating of the
Beauly-Denny.
If the cable and overhead line maximum continuous ratings of the Denmark OHL and
UGC were required to be matched, as on the Beauly Denny line, simplistically the cost
ratios would increase from 6.9:1 to around 13.8:1 if the number of cables were doubled.
Even using this arrangement the cables would only meet 82% rating requirement of the
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Beauly – Denny connection using the values extracted from technical papers. It must be
acknowledged that there would be some economies of scale to this assessment that a
change of cable design (e.g. a larger conductor would be more appropriate).
The UGC to OHL cost ratios given in APL/STG-41 varied between 7.1:114 and 15.6:115.
An update of the APL/STG-41 cost ratios have been recalculated based on current prices
in this report to be between 7.9:1 and 21.9:1.
Table 10 - Denmark v's Beauly Denny Power Transmission
Continuous
Circuit Ratings

OHL
continuous
load pre-fault

Acceptable System
Overload/Emergency
Loadings

3400A

UGC
continuous
load prefault.
3400A

Beauly –
Denny Line16
Denmark Line
(Eltra)
Denmark
ratings as a %
of the BeaulyDenny Rating

2800A

1400A

82%

41%

1100A for 100hrs
2800A for 30hrs
Not comparable

4050A for 24 hrs

The ground conditions in Denmark also appear to be more favourable to cable
installation. The soil thermal resistivity used for the Denmark project was 1.0mK/W and
no allowance appears to have been required for the backfill drying out which occurs in
the UK. Both of these factors will improve the current carrying capacity of the cables in
Denmark.
The soil in Denmark is understood by the author to consist largely of sand and loamy soil
which is easy to excavate compared to more rocky and more difficult conditions in
Scotland. The technical papers refer to new installation techniques which appear to
consist largely of battering back the sides of the trench rather than using trench wall
shuttering. Such a technique in soils with a rock content, such as in Scotland, poses risks
of cable trench contamination by stones and rock. All three UK transmission companies
and UK contractors are wary of the risk of trench collapse incidents due to unsupported
trench walls which can, and have, proven to be lethal. The installation in Denmark was
no doubt designed to be safe and the soil conditions are likely to have influenced their
choice of installation method.
The author is not aware of any case where headline figure cost ratios of less than 3.6:1 for
a 400kV installation have been declared. Whilst headline UGC to OHL cost ratios are a
convenient indicator they are also an unreliable measure when comparing between
projects, particularly when comparing different countries and different transmission
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systems. Consideration of local factors and transmission requirements must be taken into
account to avoid misleading comparisons.
8.1.2.2 Case Study 2: Cables Enable the Development of Valuable Project at
Madrid Airport
This project involved the undergrounding of an existing line to avoid interference with
aircraft automatic navigation systems. Two circuits17 of 400kV cables were installed,
each being 13km in length and provided by two different suppliers. This project was the
subject of a technical paper18 presented at JICABLE’0319. The paper was written jointly
by the owners of the connection and the cable system manufacturers.
The Madrid Airport project was listed in the review of XLPE insulated cable circuits in
operation listed in Table 7-1 of APL 5/16 as presented to the Beauly-Denny Public
Inquiry.
The underground cables were installed in a tunnel manufactured from pre-fabricated
rectangular concrete sections which were installed in an open cut trench and subsequently
backfilled. This is known as a “cut and cover” tunnel construction and is used for shallow
buried tunnel.
The tunnel installation at Madrid Airport also required the tunnel sections to be force
ventilated in order to remove the heat generated by the cables from the cable tunnel. The
ventilation points along the tunnel were positioned every 1.2km and half of these would
have required an above ground structure to contain fans and ventilation control
equipment as well as access and egress points.
A winter rating of 1720MVA requires each cable to carry at least 2482A. This is less than
the 3400A continuous overhead line rating required for the Beauly – Denny connection.
In order to reach the rating requirements of the Beauly-Denny overhead line the design
would require multiple cables per phase in a tunnel.
It may be technically feasible to install a cut and cover tunnel across the Carse of Stirling
but environmental considerations (the volume of soil removal is much greater, and the
higher cost of installation compared to direct buried cable would make cut and cover
tunnels across the Carse both unnecessary and more disruptive.
The “cut and cover” construction would not be suitable for use between Cocksburn Wood
atop the Ochils down to Logie Villa in Stirling. A Stirling option would require both
shafts and machine tunnel boring or blasting to be performed using equipment suitable
for deep tunnelling.
In summary, the Beauly – Denny tunnel would need to be installed using a different (and
more costly) method than used in Spain and there would be twice the number of cables in
the tunnel, albeit they may be of smaller conductor cross section than 2500mm2. There
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are therefore significant differences between the tunnel installed at Madrid Airport and
any use of cable tunnelling for the Beauly-Denny connection both in terms of technique
and cost per km.
8.1.2.3 The 500kV Shinkeiyo Toyosu Line in Japan
Graeme Cook’s letter refers to a paper published by the Fujikura Technical Review in
2003 with the title, “Construction of the World’s First long-Distance 500kV XLPE Cable
Line”20. This paper describes one cable company’s contribution to a 500kV transmission
line in Tokyo.
This underground link was installed to bring power from the outlying overhead line
network into Tokyo city where it would not be technically possible to install an overhead
line due to a lack of available space.
As with most, if not all, underground EHV transmission lines in Tokyo the cable circuits
are installed in tunnel and ducts. This particular circuit is of technical interest because of
both its length and the transmission voltage of 500kV. An earlier paper21 presented by
Tokyo Electric Power on this transmission line prior to its completion describes that two
40km 500kV circuits were required.
Each circuit length is 40km with a transmission capacity of 1039A (900MVA) per circuit
with an upgrade possibility in future to 1386A (1200MVA) per circuit.
A total of 120 EMJs (extrusion moulded joints) were installed on each circuit giving an
average section length between joints of 1000m. The extrusion moulded joint is only
found in Japan and is a labour intensive joint to assemble on site and involves extruding
hot cross-linking compound into the joint and curing this under high temperature and
pressure. These joint designs were developed for the Japanese state owned transmission
companies as research projects with cable companies. This type of joint is not known to
be used on any undergrounding project anywhere outside of Japan. The Japanese
manufacturers when exporting use the same or similar PMJ (pre-moulded joint) with slipon components which are used in Europe and are both easier to install and believed to be
considerably less expensive.
The joints and accessories, of any type or design, are generally considered to be the
weakest link in any EHV cable system. Whilst in Tokyo cable lengths of up to 1800m
were installed from drums weighing up to 92.5 tonnes these were brought to Tokyo by
sea and offloaded reasonably close to the tunnel. The technical paper advises that the
limits of normal road transportation in Tokyo restricted lengths of 500kV cable to 550m.
There is no mention of the increase in reactive compensation equipment necessary on the
network to accommodate these cables or any costs associated with its supply or
installation. However, the Tokyo network has a number of high energy circuits and the
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reactive compensation required to compensate for the high cable capacitance is likely be
installed inside the electrical network, possibly as a separate contract.
Whilst this installation is a notable technical achievement this is a reference of limited
value to the Beauly-Denny project other than to indicate that 40km EHV cable
installations are possible. The sections of the Shinkeiyo-Toyosu connection at 500kV are
listed in Table 7-1 of APL 5/16 as presented to the Public Inquiry and this information
was available to the Public Inquiry Reporters at the time.
8.1.2.4 UCTE Transmission Development Plan22
Graeme Cook’s letter refers, and provides an internet link to the 2009 update of this plan
and refers in particular to three cross border connections:
 France – Spain 400kV DC interconnection
 France – Italy DC connection
 Luxembourg – Belgium 220kV
The Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity does not cover the United
Kingdom. The UK has no AC transmission connections with mainland Europe the only
transmission connections operate using a DC link.
The France to Spain DC connection will receive up to €225M in funding from the
European Commission as one of 14 cross-border gas and electricity projects selected for
European funding. This funding was announced23 early in 2010.
In order to achieve undergrounding of the length of circuit involved the connection will
be DC rather than AC. This is stated in the UTCE report as being required as an AC
connection “only allows the undergrounding in limited sections”. This is believed to be
due to the problems of reactive load present on AC systems. DC systems do not require
reactive compensation but do need converter stations at either end to connect the DC line
to each countries AC grid network.
The project will provide increased cross-border capacity, up to 2800 MW from France to
Spain (currently 1400MW). The exact route length of the underground cable connection
is not known but is given by the European Network of Transmission System Operators
for Electricity to be 60km.
This new HVDC bipolar interconnection will use 320kV DC (rather than 400kV)
underground cable (which has a different build to AC cable but externally looks very
similar) and will use existing infrastructures corridors and converters in both ending
points. According to European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
the system capacity is expected in the range 2x825-2x1000MW installed for a total line
length of around 68km.
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The Beauly – Denny connection is capable of transmitting almost twice the power
3980MVA (3400A both at 400kV and at 275kV) as this DC link between France – Spain.
The DC link is shorter than the Beauly-Denny line, of lower power and appears to have
been given up to a €225M subsidy from the EU.
The technical advantages and disadvantages of various connection methods, including the
use of a DC connection were examined during the Beauly-Denny Inquiry.
On page 47 of the UTC plan, reference is made to a DC connection between Piossasco in
Italy and Grande Ile in France at 1000MW. The following text has been extracted from
the EDF website24:
“A new project has recently been launched to build a 1000 MW direct current line
between Grande Ile station in the Maurienne Valley and Piossasco station on the
outskirts of Turin. This fully-underground line will cross the Alps through the safety
gallery under construction alongside the Frejus motorway tunnel. This new line will
increase the interconnection capacity between the two countries, from just under
3000 MW to 4000 MW, equalling interconnection capacity between Italy and
Switzerland.”
This project again transmits less energy than the Beauly-Denny line and is likely to be a
much longer connection than any undergrounding that may be considered around Stirling.
There would be no technical benefit in having a DC connection rather than an AC
connection for short length transmission of the sort being considered by this report for the
Stirling area. An AC connection UGC or OHL of any sort around Stirling would be less
expensive than undergrounding using DC cables, primarily due to the cost of AC - DC
converter stations. There are also technical difficulties to be considered if the reversal of
power flow is required, for example due to a fault on another part of the system, as the
converter station equipment may not be able to react quickly enough to maintain grid
supply requirements.
Mr Cook’s letter also refers to a 220kV connection between Luxembourg and Belgium
between Bascharage and Aubange. The following is an extract from the CEGEDEL
annual report25 in 2007.
“Based on these conclusions, the Board of Directors has decided in favour of a direct
link between the Bascharage substation and the Aubange substation in Belgium, with a
view to enhancing the security of supply. This link will consist of two 220 kV lines
constructed entirely in cable and is scheduled to come into service in 2012.
The required level of investment, currently estimated at around EUR 34 million.”
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From an ELIA (Belgium Transmission Supply Operator) publication26 this connection
appears (the publication is in Dutch) to be a 700MW connection, this is less than one fifth
of the transmission capability of the Beauly-Denny connection.
The population centres of Bascharage and Aubange are about 8km apart. If this is the
circuit length then an AC cable connection would be suitable.
The lower voltage of the transmission connection and the low power requirement makes
any direct cost comparisons with Beauly-Denny unreliable.
8.1.2.5 Undergrounding of Electricity Lines in Europe27
This paper was produced in 2003 and contains a significant quantity of unreliable data.
The Highland Council, together with Scottish Natural Heritage and the Cairngorms
National Park Authority, commissioned Jacobs Babtie consultants to provide a report28
into the technical, economic and environmental issues relating to the possible
undergrounding of very high voltage (400 kV) electricity transmission lines.
This report would not seek to endorse the Jacobs Babtie report in every respect but it is
considered to be a more reliable study than the EC background paper. Appendix 2 of the
Jacobs Babtie report roundly, and rightly, criticises the EC background paper for its
inconstancies, inaccuracies, misleading data, selective costing and lack of factual
evidence.
The EC report has thus been largely discredited by the Jacobs Babtie report and a further
analysis of the paper by this report is not considered necessary. In summary the EC
background paper should not be relied upon as it is a high level document based upon
what appears to be a poor piece of research.
8.1.2.6 “Overhead lines or Underground Cables9 ”, ENA Briefing Paper
The Energy Networks Association (ENA) represents the interests of its member
companies who operate the national and regional networks for energy to transport gas and
electricity into UK homes and businesses. The briefing paper considers power
transmission using OHL or UGC at all voltages at or above 11kV.
This paper gives the undergrounding cost ratios “from about 2:1 at 11kV to 20:1 or more
at 400kV” but adds “this is only a guide to relative costs, which depend on many local
factors such as ground conditions”. This paper was published in 2006.
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The following summary has been extracted from the ENA briefing paper.
“Summary
 Electricity transmission systems carrying large quantities of electricity over long
distances need to operate at high voltage.
 Overhead lines are visually more intrusive than underground cables, but land
disruption during installation and repair is greater for underground cables,
particularly those operating at high voltage.
 At voltages below 11 kV, overhead lines are more susceptible to weather-related
damage and hence less reliable than under-ground cables. At higher voltages,
lines are less susceptible in this respect and although high voltage underground
cables are even less prone to faults, their complex nature means they take much
longer to repair.
 Underground cable installations are more expensive to install than overhead
lines, with the capital cost ratio increasing rapidly from about 2:1 at low voltage
to around 20:1 at the highest voltage.
 Below 11 kV there is less difference between the overall costs, including
maintenance, of lines and cables.
 At progressively higher voltages, the disadvantages of underground cables
outweigh their advantages when compared to high voltage overhead lines. They
are only installed in dense urban areas and in special circumstances.
 Overhead bundled insulated conductors are increasingly used for low voltages as
a way of minimising visual intrusion.”
In general the above statements reflect a similar position to that given by SPT and
SHETL at the Beauly-Denny public inquiry. The last bullet point regarding bundled
overhead conductors is not applicable to EHV systems as the insulated conductors would
not be suitable for twisting together and suspending from an overhead line tower due to
their size and weight.
8.2

Review of letter from Keith Brown MSP

A copy of the letter from Keith Brown MSP to Mr Phil Henderson of SPT is attached to
this report in Appendix 5.
The letter refers to a stakeholder meeting on 6th March 2010 which Mr Brown and others
attended. Mr Brown provides five bulleted main points in his letter which are listed and
addressed below. These bullet points relate to all forms of visual mitigation of the line.
This report shall focus on the possibility of mitigation by undergrounding only.
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Changes and Developments in UGC and OHL Systems

“The technical and cost issues of both an overhead and underground line in the Stirling
area need to be re-examined and re-appraised to take account changes and developments
which may have occurred since the reports used in the public inquiry were commissioned
by Scottish Power over four years ago.” Keith Brown MSP.
The reports on undergrounding which were commissioned by the Applicants for the
Beauly – Denny Public Inquiry were completed in January (APL 5/16) and October 2007
(APL/STG-41).
This report has re-examined and re-appraised the commercially available technology
(Section 5.2 and Section 5.1) for UGC and OHL. As outlined above, there have been no
technological step changes in underground cables since the publication of APL 5/16 and
APL/STG-41 appropriate to the Beauly-Denny connection.
There has been gradual bedding-in of new technologies that were present, and described,
during the public inquiry. These include; coated conductors, longitudinal radial water
blocking and more rugged oversheaths.
Since the end of 2007, the number of EHV circuits in service has grown as has the
service experience and the use of XLPE insulated underground cable systems. Of
particular note from a UK perspective is the 20km 400kV XLPE circuit with a 2500mm2
conductor installed in a power cable tunnel connecting central London (St. John’s Wood)
to North London (Elstree). This has been in service since 2005 without incident. It is not
possible to know if all of the circuits listed in Chapter 7 of APL 5/16 under the title
“Review of XLPE insulated cable circuits in operation” have performed equally as well.
As the use of 400kV XLPE insulated cable systems increases one may also expect an
increase in the number of system failures. CCI are aware of 400kV XLPE cable system
failures in the UK, the United Arab Emirates and Germany (380kV) and there are certain
to be others that CCI are not aware of. There have also been failures of XLPE insulated
transmission cable systems at lower voltage levels. In the UK these have been at 275kV
and 132kV. Since the experience list was produced in 2007, there have been a number of
additional 400kV installations that have been commissioned and new circuits are
planned.
A healthy demand for power cable systems in the last 10 years has encouraged
manufacturers to install new plant and equipment to boost production and the availability
of manufacturing capacity for large projects has improved since the Public Inquiry.
The main market for power cables at this time is the Middle East and the Far East,
particularly in China.
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Based on information obtained from the suppliers contacted, cable system prices have
maintained their levels. This is despite copper a copper price of US $6,400/tonne which
is US$1600/tonne less than that used to obtain the prices in APL/5/16 and APL/STG-41.
8.2.2

Examples in other areas of the world

“Attention should be given to examples in other areas of the world where
undergrounding 400kV lines has been achieved at significantly less cost that the
estimates provided for the Beauly to Denny line – particular reference was made to the
Danish and Japanese examples given in the information provided by Spice of which I
believe you have been sent a copy.
Why are there such differences in the costs of these compared to the costs given for the
Beauly to Denny line? Could these examples be used to work up alternative costings for
the Stirling area?” Keith Brown MSP.
It was appreciated by SHETL and SPT that the cost of undergrounding would be a key
point of interest and debate at the Beauly-Denny Public Inquiry. In order to provide
information relevant to the line SHETL and SPT commissioned a number of reports from
consultants on the specific costs of undergrounding the Beauly-Denny overhead line
through a number of landscape types. With respect to the area around Stirling these
reports were APL 5/16 from the Strategic Session which provided a number of costed
case studies along the route and APL/STG-41 which considered undergrounding routes in
the Stirling area either proposed by objectors or as interpreted by the consultants. These
interpretations were based upon descriptions received by SPT/SHETL from objectors and
other interested parties.
The cable costings in APL 5/16 were assembled by compiling engineering designs to
meet the power transmission requirements, obtaining material costs from suppliers with
materials delivered to Scotland, visiting each site with a recognised EHV cable installing
company estimator and assembling material and installation costs based on the Scottish
environment.
The costing method in APL/STG-41 and updated for this report to current prices provides
a more accurate costing than methods where a comparison with other projects is used,
particularly overseas projects, where the power transmission requirement differs, the
ground conditions differ, the labour rates differ and engineering solutions are applied
which are not suitable for the Beauly – Denny connection. Often very limited cost
information is available and incorrect assumptions are made regarding headline values.
Information on the Danish transmission line was submitted to the Beauly Denny Public
Inquiry and listed in Table 7-1 of APL 5/16 as presented to the Public Inquiry.
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This project is often quoted but as discussed in Section 8.1.2.1 above, the headline cost
ratios are misleading when used in comparison to those compiled for APL 5/16,
APL/STG-41 and this report.
With regard to the Japanese example, the 500kV Shinkeiyo Toyosu line has been
examined in Section 8.1.2.3 above. This project is a long length installation in tunnels
and ducts at 500kV installed through the centre of Tokyo. The engineering of this project
was particular to the environment in Tokyo and the difficulties of installing a cable route
through a busy and densely populated city centre rather than the more open landscape
around Stirling. The general point of interest with this project is the circuit length of
40km.
No costs are given, and none found, for the project work however the method used of
tunnels, extrusion moulded joints (a technology particular to Japan) which are difficult
and costly to install and the delivery of very long length land cables on oversize drums
weighing some 90 tonnes to reduce the number of joints is a solution particular to Japan.
There would be issues with access for such heavy weight vehicles on public roads in the
UK as each laden vehicle would exceed 100 Tonnes gross weight and reconsideration of
the haul road would be required to ensure that the cable drum transportation vehicle
would be able to reach the delivery point. This method of installation would not be
expected to yield lower costs than those estimated in this report.
8.2.3

Routeing Costs

“Clarification as to whether there are significant cost variations to the costs of
undergrounding different sections of the line in the Stirling area.” Keith Brown MSP
The terrain types do vary in the Stirling Area in particular the area around the Ochils
where a tunnel and shaft installation would be required to descend the escarpment. The
terrain of the Carse does not present many technical difficulties apart from the river, road
and rail crossing(s). Directional drilling beneath the river bed would be required. There is
however some concern from ecologists at the possibility of damage to the river ecology if
drilling materials break-though the bed of the river and cause a pollution incident. Some
of these matters are discussed in more detail in APL 5/16 and APL/STG-41 as presented
to the public inquiry.
8.2.4

Comparative costs of mitigation measures

“Comparative costs of all the mitigation measures under consideration would be useful”
Keith Brown MSP
The cost of undergrounding in the Stirling area has been covered in Section 7 of this
report. The cost of mitigation other than by the use of undergrounding will be covered by
SPT elsewhere.
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Letter from Peter Pearson, Stirling Before Pylons, 20th February 2010

The main thrust of Mr Pearson’s letter is concern over health issues and corporate
responsibility. These issues are outside of the scope of this report. This report focuses on
the technical practicalities and costs of installing underground cable systems.
Mr Pearson refers in the sixth paragraph of his letter to “recent examples elsewhere in
Europe indicate a factor of 4/5 times for undergrounding using current XLPE technology,
rather than up to 20 times using outdated oil cooled technology”.
It is assumed by the author that when Mr Pearson refers to “oil cooled technology” he is
actually referring to low pressure fluid filled cable technology more commonly known as oil
filled or fluid filled cables. Oil cooled cables are normally installed in high pressure pipelines
but these were never proposed for use by Scottish Power or SHETL. It is important that this
is clarified as high pressure oil filled cables (without cooling) have been used in the UK. Mr
Pearson subsequently refers to oil filled cables in his correspondence. These cables use the
insulating fluid as an insulating dielectric and not as a transport medium for heat transfer (i.e.
oil cooling).
The research performed in the production of this report clearly shows that the cost ratios
are not in the order of 4 or 5 times that of an overhead line for a comparable power
transfer requirement in the UK.
400kV XLPE cable systems are currently the preferred choice for AC underground
insulated cable systems (but not a 400kV DC subsea cable where the currently preferred
choice is still a paper and oil compound insulated system). The costs published for the
Beauly – Denny public inquiry (to be found in inquiry documents APL 5/16 and
APL/STG-41) and those given in this report are all for XLPE insulated systems and are
not based on fluid filled cable systems.
The National Grid have published information following their most recent assessment
that undergrounding costs are between 12 and 17 times that of an overhead line. These
ratios are of a similar order to those given APL 5/16.
Mr Pearson attached to his letter a Stirling Before Pylons’s “Final Briefing : November
2009”. The sixth bullet point under the first heading states that “Heavy construction
traffic requires an 8 kilometre access track to be made across Sheriffmuir –required for
the 4-year construction phase”. The installation of a tunnel under the Ochils would also
require a track to enable machinery, cables and spoil to access the Cockburn Wood area
from the A9. The current consideration is that the same track as that used by the OHL
constructors could also be used for access to the tunnelling operations.
In the November 2009 SBP briefing, under the heading “Undergrounding – the solution”
there is a statement that “The applicants have consistently and repeatedly quoted greatly
exaggerated costs for undergrounding. They base their costs on the old, oil-filled cable
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technology and their experts acknowledged at the public inquiry that this is now obsolete,
and that XLPE (cross-linked polythene) technology would in fact be used”. This is not
correct. A considerable amount of research was undertaken by the applicants in exploring
the use of underground cable as an alternative to overhead line and in every case the costs
were based on the use of XLPE cable and not oil filled cable. The reports which were
both published in 2007 as documents APL 5/16 and APL/STG-41 were both lodged as
public enquiry documents and their content was subject to detailed cross examination.
Copies of the two reports are appended for completeness. This report further updates the
costs for the routes investigated in APL/STG-41.
The subsequent bullet point states that “Experience of using XLPE in Europe and North
America suggests that its costs are typically around 2 – 5 times those of overhead lines”.
There is no evidence given by SBP to support this particular statement but on each
occasion, given to date, where a comparative assessment has been performed (as
provided in this report) such low cost ratios have not been substantiated.
In the fifth from last bullet point “Some £450m is being spent putting an extra-highvoltage power line underground through the site of the London Olympics”. The two cable
tunnels installed under the Olympic Park are 6km in length and contain both 400kV and
lower voltage cables. It has not been possible to find a breakdown of the costs but details
published on the London2012 internet site29 cost the entire undergrounding project at
£250m rather than £450m as per the SBP briefing note.
8.4

Letter from Caroline Patterson, 18th Feb 2010.

The main thrust of this letter is concern over health issues of the project. Health issues are
not within the scope of this report or the expertise of its authors.
It must be pointed out however that in the third paragraph of this letter there is a
statement that “High-voltage overhead power lines are dangerous, which is why many
countries bury them when they pass through populated areas”. The meaning taken is that
the author considers bare uninsulated overhead lines to be generically dangerous in that if
one were to breach the electrical clearance then an electrical flash-over would occur.
Such a flash-over, where the insulation breaks down and a large power arc strikes from
the conductor to earth, would indeed be a violent and hazardous event. This is also true of
cables where, if the insulation thickness is breached a similar hazardous event would
occur, e.g. if a workman punctures the cable with a pick axe or a thief attempts to cut a
live cable for its metal content.
Reasons that overhead lines are not generally used in densely populated urban areas
include the lack of adequate electrical clearance (the overhead line relies on air as its
electrical insulator and thus a clearance corridor is required) and that there is insufficient
ground room or practicability to install towers.
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High speed railways even of the most modern type use an overhead line (called a
catenary) to transfer power to trains, this operates at 25kV and may be used right into the
heart of a city. This is possible because the clearance requirements are smaller than an
EHV transmission line and space is available above the railway line. Admittedly this is
not a like for like comparison with a double circuit overhead line but it does indicate that
modern technology has not abandoned overhead bare conductors as a means of electrical
power transfer at any voltage level.
8.5

Stirling Council Notes of Meeting Saturday, 6 March 2010

A copy of the notes of an “Initial Meeting of Community Councils / Key Stakeholders /
Interest Groups” held on the 6th March and issued by Stirling Council was made
available.
This document contains a number of bullet points and in so far as they concern
underground power cable this report together with APL 5/16 and APL/STG-41 should
provide additional information for interested parties.
8.6

Hinkley Point ‘C’ Connection

During consultations between SPT and interested parties a view was expressed to SPT by
one party that the National Grid company considered the cost of cabling on their
proposed new connection to Hinkley Point ‘C’ to be negligible. No further information
was available to CCI and thus inquiries were made on the project.
Information on the Hinkley Point ‘C’ connection may be found on the National Grid
Hinkley Connection web site30.
In summary, the project involves the connection into the grid of a new nuclear power
station, Hinkley Point ‘C’, located on the North coast of Summerset at Hinkley Point. The
project also includes the reinforcement of the electricity grid in the south west of England
to carry the power generated by some additional future power plants and to allow the grid
system to continue operate as required during adverse fault conditions.
National Grid are proposing the construction and connection of a 400kV double circuit
overhead line connection between Bridgwater and Avonmouth, depending upon the final
route, the new line would be approximately 37 miles long and is due to be built in 2016.
The National Grid have produced two ‘optioneering’ reports31,32 for the Hinkley
Connection which are also available on the National Grid internet site. These include
options for subsea cabling as both connection points are close to the Severn Estuary.
Cabling connections using AC and DC power transmission systems have also been
considered.
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The following Cost Summary has been extracted from Table 10 of the National Grid
Hinkley Point C Connection – Strategic Optioneering Report - Additional Information
published in June 2010
Table 11- Hinkley Point Connection Cost Summary
Option

Description

H5

HVDC Subsea Cables from Hinkley Point to
Aberthaw

£2.186bn

H5a

AC Subsea Cables from Hinkley Point to
Aberthaw

£1.814bn

H6

HVDC Subsea Cables from Hinkley Point to
Seabank

£1.642bn

H7

HVDC Subsea Cables from Hinkley Point to
South Wales

Over
£2.186bn

H7a

AC Subsea Cables from Hinkley Point to
South Wales

Over
£1.814bn

H10

Hinkley Point to Seabank Overhead Line

£655m

H10a

Cost
Estimate

Hinkley Point to Seabank Overhead Line

£697m

utilising the existing WPD 132kV route
H20

AC Subsea Cables from Hinkley Point to
Seabank

£
1.926bn

Options H10 and H10a are those for an OHL connection, all other options contain subsea
cable connections.
It can be seen from the cost summary in Table 11 that the overhead line options vary
from £655m to £697m whereas all subsea options vary from £1.642bn to over £2.186bn.
Subsea cable connections are generally less expensive than land underground cable
connections as the cables are installed in long lengths from the back of a cable laying
vessel with cable installation taking days or weeks rather than months. This is not to say
that subsea cable installation is not without its difficulties, these include seabed
conditions, sea bed burial requirements, tidal conditions and weather windows but these
are not within the scope of this report.
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In a publication33 available on-line a statement has been made that:
“.. in England, the National Grid has accepted that sections of line will have to be buried
around Avonmouth and through the Mendip Hills.”
In the Hinkley Point C Connection – Strategic Optioneering Report - Additional
Information published in June 2010 the National Grid report states:
“2 UNDERGROUND CABLES
2.1 Underground cables are amongst the suite of technical solutions National
Grid can use when seeking to add capacity to the transmission system. However,
a number of significant issues with the use of underground cables affect its
deployment and therefore there is limited use on the high voltage transmission
system (e.g. 675km out of a total transmission network of 7,900km).
2.2 These issues include operability issues, such as the management of charging
currents, potential cable cooling systems, impact on system voltage and the need
for supplementary reactive compensation equipment. As well as these operability
issues there are significant construction issues which together account for 400kV
underground cables costing significantly more, between 12 and 17 times as much,
than the equivalent overhead line.
2.3 Given its duties as set out above, to develop the transmission system in an
efficient, coordinated and economical manner, National Grid must therefore, in
the first instance, considers adding transmission capacity and connecting new
generation by overhead line connections, rather than by underground cables. As a
result, the use of underground cables as a total connection solution is not
considered at the Strategic Optioneering Stage.
2.4 However, undergrounding some sections of route may well be considered
when detailed route alignments are being developed and following public
consultation. These will include of nationally or internationally designated areas
of amenity value, exceptionally constrained estuaries or major river crossings and
exceptionally constrained urban areas.
2.5 National Grid’s policy related to the use of underground cables, which
reserves consideration of their use to areas of technical constraint and to areas of
the highest recognised amenity value, can be found at:
http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/LandandDevelopment/SC/Undergrounding/ .”
No further information was available on the National Grid web site and on the 4th August
2010, the National Grid were contacted with regard to the Caledonian Mercury article. A
spokesperson for the National Grid advised that the National Grid follow their published
policy on the use of underground cables and that no decision with regard to
undergrounding any part of the proposed 400kV overhead line had yet been taken.
The NG spokesperson was unaware of any statements by National Grid that the cost of
underground cables was negligible and considered that any such quotation to that effect
was either incorrect or taken out of context.
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In summary, with regard to costs, the National Grid consider the cost of undergrounding
to be some 12 to 17 times more costly than overhead line. All the cabling options on the
Hinkley Connection Project are more costly than the overhead line options.
8.7

ECU Briefing Note

The ECU Briefing Note requires that mitigation of the visual impact of the line in the
Stirling area be provided. The Briefing Note suggests that this may be achieved possibly
by re-routeing, re-sizing of towers, screen planting or undergrounding.
9

Conclusions

The SPT briefing note required (paragraph 1) that the technology discussed in APL 5/16
and costs for the routes considered in APL/STG-41 be reviewed. Paragraph 2 of the
briefing note required a new cost of undergrounding in the areas requiring visual
mitigation (as identified within the EDU briefing note. The conclusions of this report on
paragraphs 1 and 2 of the SPT briefing note are set out in Section 9.1.
The conclusions of the review of documentation submitted to SPT for consideration are
set out in Section 9.2 as required by paragraph 3 of the SPT briefing note.
9.1

Findings of the review of technical developments and costs all routes

In the field of AC EHV cable systems there have been no major technology or cost
breakthroughs since the Beauly-Denny public inquiry in 2007. The following
technological advances were included in the documents presented to the Public Inquiry:
1. XLPE insulated cable systems rather than fluid filled cable systems
2. Polymeric joint and termination designs for EHV systems
3. Lower ac resistance (and therefore lower loss) coated conductors
The use of welded seam metallic sheaths has increased for new installations and these are
now allowed by the National Grid in the UK with at least two European manufacturers
offering welded aluminium sheath cable designs. At current price levels these welded
sheath designs offer a lower cost alternative (as provided by the cable suppliers to the
author) than lead sheath designs and thus these designs have now been included in the
cost update provided by this report. Manufacturers are still offering lead sheathed cables
and these are also being purchased by the National Grid.
A total of seven route alternatives have been studied with an attempted cost accuracy of
+/-20%. Costs have been provided by independent commercial companies competent to
supply and install EHV cable systems in Europe.
Since the reports APL 5/16 and APL/STG-41 were published in 2007 the commodity
price for metals used in the manufacture of conductors and sheaths has continued to
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fluctuate. Typical round number metal prices as seen in June/July 2010 were given to
manufacturers for pricing.
Table 12 - Metal Prices Used For This Report
Metal
Aluminium (Al)
Copper (Cu)
Lead (Pb)

UGC Metal Prices
Used for this Report
US$ 2000 /tonne
US$ 6400 /tonne
US$ 1700 /tonne

Table 13 contains a summary of the costs for each of the four undergrounding route
options considered in APL/STG-41 together with three additional options considered for
this report. The latter three routes were selected to include those areas where visual
mitigation of the overhead line is now required. The figures in Table 13 are those taken
from Table 2 through Table 9 of this report. The figures in brackets are those published in
Table 3-5, 3-6, 3-7 and 4-3 in APL/STG-41 in 2007.
Table 13 - Cost Ratios 2010 (APL/STG-41 bracketed)

UGC4 – SNH Option 1
UGC4 – SNH Option 2
UGC4 – SBP
UGC4 – UoS
TD199-TD203A
TD199-TD244
TD203-TD244

Undergrounding Cost
UG [£m]
352.8 (327.3)
217.0 (202.5)
480.2 (444.7)
114.5 (94.0)
60.3
229.1
178.8

Overhead Cost
OH [£m]
27.5 (28.5)
27.5 (28.5)
27.5 (28.5)
5.2 (6.6)
1.46
15.7
13.2

Ratio UG/OH
12.8 (11.5)
7.9 (7.1)
17.5 (15.6)
21.9 (14.2)
41.4
14.6
13.6

Table 13 illustrates that the use of cost ratios of UGC to OHL are not a reliable sole
comparisons of costs between the two technologies. It can be seen that the costs ratios for
each undergrounding option vary between 7.9 and 41.4 dependent upon the type and
length of the proposed installation.
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Total length of
OHL in alternative:
km

Total length of
buried cable in
alternative: km

Total length of
cable in tunnel in
alternative: km

Estimated Cost of
Alternative: £m

Additional Cost of
Alternative: £m

West of Stirling
UGC4 –
SNH
30.3
Option 1
UGC4 –
SNH
30.3
Option 2
UGC4 –
30.3
SBP
East of Stirling
UGC4 –
5.3
UoS
TD1991.479
TD203A
TD19915.973
TD244
TD20314.510
TD244

£27.5m

6.5

24.0

0

£352.8m

£352.3m

£27.5m

16.7

13.8

0

£217.0m

£189.5m

£27.5m

0

33.4

0

£480.2m

£452.7m

£5.2m

0.9

1.3

2.6

£114.5m

£109.3m

£1.5m

0

0.2

1.479

£60.3m

£58.9m

£15.7m

0

12.134

1.479

£229.1m

£213.4m

£13.2m

0

12.142

0

£178.8m

£165.7m

Estimated OHL
cost: £m

Length of
Displaced
Overhead Line: km

Option

Table 14 – Summary of cost estimates

A summary of cost estimates for the undergrounding of each route option are given in
Table 14.
Overhead line costs along each route vary between £1.5m and £27.5m whereas the cost
of undergrounding varies between £60.3m and £480.2m. The additional costs of
undergrounding vary between £58.9m and £452.7m. All options involving the
undergrounding of circuits are shown to be significantly more expensive than the
overhead line proposal. No recent technological changes or alterations in the metal prices
(compared with 2007) have made any deciding difference on the cost comparisons
between the two technologies as applied to the Beauly-Denny connection.
9.2

Conclusions of the review of documentation

The SPICe document (Section 8.1) refers to a number of UGC projects that had been
completed prior to the public inquiry and information of which was available to the
Inquiry Reporters and mentioned in APL 5/16. Apart from the use of EHV power cables
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the projects in Denmark, Madrid and Japan have been shown to be different to each other
in terms of power transfer requirements and installation method. They have also been
shown to differ significantly in power transfer requirements and installation methods
from any attempt at undergrounding in the Stirling Area.
The UCTE Transmission development plan (Section 8.1.2.4) provides information on
cross-border connections, these include the use of DC connections which are a different
technology to the AC cables to be used on the Beauly-Denny connection and therefore
not relevant. The only AC connection mentioned is a 220kV connection between
Luxembourg and Belgium with a power rating of one fifth of the Beauly-Denny
connection.
The paper “Undergrounding of Electricity Lines in Europe” (Section 8.1.2.5) has been
largely, and rightly in the authors view, discredited by the consultants Jacobs Babtie in
their report submitted to the Public Inquiry.
The ENA briefing paper (Section 8.1.2.6) sets out the view of its members on
undergrounding and a similar view to that given by SPT at the public inquiry.
The letter from Keith Brown MSP sets out five questions for which this report has
provided answers so far as undergrounding is concerned. The response to Mr Brown’s
questions can be summarised as follows:






The technical position with regard to underground cable or overhead lines has not
changed significantly since the public inquiry. Underground cables would still be
significantly more expensive to install than overhead lines across the Stirling
Area.
Examination of projects in other areas of the world where less expensive
underground cable connections are installed reveals that the power transfer
requirements are significantly lower than those required for the Beauly-Denny
line. The cost ratios of UGC to OHL have been shown within this report to be a
convenient rather than a reliable indicator of comparative cost. The estimated
difference in total cost is a far more useful indicator and should be calculated on a
project by project basis.
The type of terrain and the method required to be employed has a significant
bearing on cost, as does the length of the installation. Overhead line costs along
each route vary between £1.5m and £27.5m whereas the cost of undergrounding
varies between £60.3m and £480.2m. The additional costs of undergrounding vary
between £58.9m and £452.7m. All options involving the undergrounding of
circuits are shown to be significantly more expensive than the overhead line
proposal.

The letter from Peter Pearson (Section 8.3) states that SPT have provided costs only for
oil filled cables. This is not the case as can be seen from documents APL 5/16 and
APL/STG-41 where only costs for XLPE cable systems were provided to the Reporters at
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the Public Inquiry in 2007. Statements are made by Mr Pearson of low UGC:OHL cost
ratios on other projects but references are not given such that these may be examined.
Where comparative assessments have been performed (as provided in this report on other
projects) the low cost ratios forwarded by Mr Pearson have not been substantiated.
The letter from Caroline Patterson (Section 8.4) is largely one regarding health concerns
which the authors of this report are not qualified to address. However, clarifications have
been provided on the reasons why large overhead line connections are not installed in
urban areas. The engineering reasons for the restrictions on the use of OHL in urban areas
are the space for towers and the electrical clearances for conductors.
This report has also conducted a review on the Hinkley Point ‘C’ connection alternatives
being considered by the National Grid in Summerset. In summary, with regard to costs,
the National Grid consider the cost of undergrounding to be some 12 to 17 times more
costly than overhead line. All the cabling options on the Hinkley Connection Project are
more costly than the overhead line options.
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“Proposed Beauly to Denny 400kV Overhead Transmission Line, The Use of Underground
Cable as an alternative to Overhead Line in Specific Locations, Final Report, January 2007”
PB Power, PI document APL 5/16.
2
“Proposed Beauly to Denny 400kV Overhead Transmission Line, The use of underground
cable as an alternative to overhead line: STIRLING, Final Report October 2007”, PB Power,
PI document APL/STG-41
3
The alternative route through the University of Stirling (case study 4 of APL 5/16) having
been withdrawn at the public inquiry during proceedings for environmental reasons.
4
The alternative route through the University of Stirling (case study 4 of APL 5/16) having
been withdrawn at the public inquiry during proceedings for environmental reasons.
5
This UGC length would be increased by 220m if it was required that the cables were
terminated at TD244E at Glenside.
6
“Draft National Policy Statement for Electricity Networks Infrastructure (EN-5)”, Energy
Planning
Reform,
Department
of
Energy
and
Climate
Change,
(http://data.energynpsconsultation.decc.gov.uk/documents/npss/EN-5.pdf)
7
www.nationalgrid.com/uk/LandandDevelopment/DDC/Undergrounding
8
“Undergrounding high voltage electricity transmission: The technical issues”, Issue 2,
August 2009, National Grid, http://www.nationalgrid.com/NR/rdonlyres/A7B84851-242F496B-A5E8-697331E15504/36546/UndergroundingTheTechnicalIssues3.pdf
9
“Overhead Lines or Underground Cables”, Environment Briefing 02, Energy Networks
Association, July 2006. This document has been relocated by the Electric Networks
Association
to
a
new
internet
address
http://www.energynetworks.org/ena_env_briefings/ENV2TransportingElectricity.pdf
10
“400kV Interconnection Århus – Aalborg”, S.D. Mikkelsen, Workshop 380kV, 23rd Sept
2002, Wien (2002)
11
“The In-service 400 kV Cable System of Eltra in Denmark and the Cost Ratio
Underground/Overhead for the Three Different Sections”, ICC, Transnational Luncheon, St.
Petersburg, Florida, 2nd November 2004.
12
http://www.highland.gov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/9CD19514-26DD-495D-B0FB93FF6AEACF70/0/app6.pdf
13
“New 400 kV Underground Cable System Project In Jutland (Denmark)”, Pierre
ARGAUT, S D Mikkelsen, JICABLE ‘ 03, 2003.
14
Table 3-6 in APL/STG-41
15
Table 3-7 in APL/STG-41
16
Winter ratings from Table 5-1 of APL 5/16.
17
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Appendix 2 - Route Maps TD199 to TD244/1C
The three maps in this appendix run from North to South with overlapping areas.
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Appendix 3 - Route Maps TD203 to Denny Substation (Page 1 only)
For the UGC cable route South of the area shown on this map, see map sheets 2 and 3
in Appendix 2.
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Appendix 4 – ECU Briefing Note
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Appendix 5 - Letter from Ken Brown MSP
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Appendix 6 – Graeme Cook letter (SPICe), 5th Feb 2010
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Appendix 7 - Caroline Paterson Letter, 18th Feb 2010
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Appendix 8 – Peter Pearson Letter, 20th February 2010
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Appendix 9 - SPT Photographs of UGC Route from Logie Villa to Glenside
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Appendix 10 - APL 5/16
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Appendix 11 – APL/STG-41
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